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About This Game

Reintroduce yourself to this classic YDKJ sequel! All the fun of Volume 1, but with completely different questions, host, and
smell!

YOU DON’T KNOW JACK Volume 2 is the mutant offspring of the original award-winning, irreverent, fast-paced trivia game
where you are a contestant on a manic game show. With all the excitement of the first game, lots of mind-blowing surprises,
plus four additional question types, YOU DON’T KNOW JACK Volume 2 will scrape the trivia out of your cranium like the

seedy pulp from a melon.
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McOsu - Donation - 1 is a great game with a great story, the characters are pretty cool. Pretty good.

This practice client has helped me improve so much holy crap thank you.. The most buggy game in the series, however also the
most innovative. I only recommend you purchase as part of the complete pack or while it's on sale as there's content only a fan
of the series would enjoy. Large, interesting levels and new content (weapon + enemy variants) make it worth a buy, for the
right price.. This game reminds me of skatebird.. I love the game. The subject matter is something I am really interested in
(Heroes and comics) and given how badly most comics are written these days (new 52,,, yuck) this is a breath of fresh air. This
is like the movie Sky High, which I also loved (wish they had made a sequel) I have logged a lot of hours trying to get all of the
sub plots (and trying to pick which one will be my starting point for the next installment).

Be advised, this game is exactly what it says. Text based, with only a few images at the start and no music. Other than that, it is a
lot like Long Live the Queen and Magic Diary. I am impressed with how much dialog is included, it is like a Choose Your Own
Adventure ... novel. I think it (by in large) avoids the pit falls of the Choose your Own Adventure books, if you really think
about the choices and the characters... the responses make sense. For the cost... it is a real steal.

I recently got a little burned following Life Is Strange, but I think the developer of this game will come through with a lot of
endings at the end that will please everyone. I think the problem with Life is Strange is that producing a bunch of endings when
you have voice talent, music, and graphical images, and a lot of overhead, is very difficult. I have really high hopes that in the
end of this game, if you make the right choices, some endings may actually be very rewarding. I wish it had a few more images,
for key plot twists... but it is still fun to use your imagination.. its frustatig and boring. I am very much in love with the 'Indie'
genre of games. It is inspirational when I hear a group of only a few people who go through the effort of making a game all by
themselves. This game, being my game nomination of the year, has amazing art, an amazing soundtrack, a great storyline and
decently appealing gameplay which makes for a fantastic game altogether. The only difference is, it was made by only one man..
Thank you ZUN and everyone else involved in this game. I have had the Princess Maker 3 soundtrack on my playlist for 15+
years! After listening and dreaming of playing all those years, I was finally able to. It was everything I'd imagined. And the fairy
even became princess on the very first try. I guess dreams do come true. :)

Not sure if patches have fixed the game since release, but the text was all readable for me and I had no issues from start to
heartwarming finish. The lack of adventure mode is a pity, and some engrish remains - but it actually adds its own charm and
the distinctive flavor was welcome after countless runs through PM2.

Thank you for finally making an English release of these games happen!!. If you enjoy the early 2D Duke's/Commander Keen
platformers you will also enjoy this one, nothing special, solid DOS nostalgia. 1st try: bird's eye view
2nd try: bird's eye view

30 minutes later...

3rd try: everything alright, couldnt get past the 1st bridge without the "player disconnected" error

some time later...

4th try: got bird's eye view and realized i need to wait 1-2 minutes after my partner accepts
5th try: game crashes
6th try: same
7th try: saamee..
8th try: restarted pc, router, and evolve, enters game and can't move.
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9th try: nice tutorials, went to the 2nd gate and didn't knew wtf to do with the pillars

time waster, but nice concept. dont recommend do as you wish, i tried with evolve and hamachi, both had same problems.
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Legions of Steel is a fun turn-based strategy game that puts you in control of a squad in a board game based tactics game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Bc7RbFZLcBc. This DLC is good but we need to fix the bugs in this game first and each
Nation should be unique.. Despite a story that tries too hard to be deep and comes across as either confusing or trite, Pneuma
does suceed enough as a puzzle game with interesting and fair puzzles that challenge the players' skills of observation.. Uh what
about refunds to those whom paid for this game?. This game is based on a 90s comic book. I haven't read the source material,
but the game perfectly fits every stereotype of the Dark Age of comics. It's very grimdark, very serious and self-important, and
very stupid. It has a lot of blood, sex and swearing, but has no idea how to use them either to have fun, or to tell a compelling
story. It tries so hard to be mature that it comes off as the exact opposite of that. Your protagonist is a jerk and a moron who
can't help but get into every trap the enemies set up for him. His only personality trait is that he's always moody because his
girlfriend died (because of course she did).
The gameplay is dull -- a cross between corridor shooter and a cover shooter with no good mechanics or level design to support
either play style. There are 4 types of weapons (pistols, light machine guns, heavy machine guns and shotguns), and different
guns in the same category feel like the same gun, so there's not much variety. Your enemies are even more disappointing. It's a
dark urban fantasy game with demons and black magic, so why are all the enemies just guys with guns? Well, there is a tiny bit
of variation there: you have guys with shields, guys with whips who can take your weapons away, and teleporting guys, but that's
it. The only interesting enemy is the projector guy who exploits your vulnerability to light. Most battles feel the same. Even in
Hell itself, you're fighting flayed dudes with magic guns!
The Darkness powers feel like a cool idea, but in practice they aren't very useful. It feels like the developers were afraid to let
the players have too much fun with the powers. The spells you get (both of them) work for a very small time and have huge
cooldowns. Snake whips are only useful in close combat against one or two enemies -- with bigger groups melee works as well
as it generally does in cover shooters. Executions are fun for the first 10 times, then they become old, and you notice how same
are the enemies and how long are the animations. Throwing stuff at the enemies is pretty fun, though -- when the game gives
you stuff to throw.
Vulnerability to light is the only mechanic that feels interesting and gives the gameplay variety, especially when the flashbangs
and projectors start appearing. It makes you change your positions, find and destroy light sources, stay away from the lit parts
while your enemies run there freely... These moments were legitimately fun.
Long story short, the gameplay is dull, the story is moronic, and the characters are douches. If you like the game's premise, do
yourself a favor and play Shadow Warrior instead.. Havn't played it but im sure its good.... LOL. Great little game to play, well
worth a play! By the 10th lap you'll be pulling off some pretty slick moves.

I encourage the developers to keep going, it has bags of potential. More cars, custom tracks, different tyres, weather, races etc..

Hopefully there is a bright future for this game, you've got the foundations spot on.. This is a swell game for a group of students.
Pretty neat!. Game is confusing and buggy. Tutorial didn't load until i tried to quit the game. After trying to quit again, it loaded
its store page in full screen, and I had to force it to close.
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